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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 17,--1906,
body, alwa-ys occupying piisltions on
the most important committees, and
being looked to as quite a leader. lie
the
understood and appreciated
needs of it flourishing community
and was always at the front for anything progressive.
Personally he was one of the most
congenial and whole-souled men residing in .,Paducah, this --being
tested by the wide circle of friends
his sociable disposition always surf-D.:n(1Ni hint with.
Before heirsstricken he was tint of the finest
iooking gentlemen of the community,
and his ,striking, massive form will
4e sadly missed from the streets and
business pla-es.
The death of Mr. Johnson is
doubly sad as only three weeks ago
his mother died in St. Louis and
Was brought here for interment in
Oak Grove cemetery beside the body
1.f her husband who went to his
grave only a few years since. Capt.
Johnson's condition at the time, prevented him from attending his
mother's funeral.
The deceased was one of the most
rominent members of the Elk3
lodge, over which he once presided
as exalted ruler. Besides his wife he
leaves five children, Misses Virginia,
Leah, Fannie and Ruth Johnson,
His
and Master Mendol Johnson.
Messrs.
surviving brothers
are
Charles Johnson, the steamboat engireer of this city, and Joseph Y. Johnson, of St. Louis. His only sister is
Mrs. Chloe Willson. of St. Louis.
The funeral services will be held
this afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
residence, under auspices of the
Interment follows at Oak
Elks.
Grove cemetery. and all friends are
invited to attend without further
notice

- -
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sETTLEmENT oF

consideration. The company representativees wanted their matters taken up yesterday, but as nearly the
entire time of the board has been
taken up by these concerns for many
weeks past, it was ddcided to let them
hold up their pospcsitions for the
time being so the board could dispose
of muck other - important -business l
THIS WAS THE INSTRUCTIOS GIVEN'CONTRACTOR BRIDGES pending before
them
iFidelity
YESTERDAY REGARDING THE CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
DOWN ON JEFFERSON STREET AND KENTUCKY AVENUE, UP GOES PRICE OF GASOLINE!
L so
1O/H"P.F. HE HAS MADE N,0 ATTEMPT TO START THE
tic'.
c'_:!:-.
IMPROVEMENT—MR. INGRAM NOTIFIED TO GET HUS- isC.C.:na
of
All
High
Grades,
TLE ON HIMSELF ALSO WITH STORM SEWERS AND BITULrnix.
Cleveland, 0,
NI ay
ió.—The
Standard Oil company today an- II
fi ounced an additional advance in the
The action of the board of public
Mr. Gregory, of West Broadway; selling price on all high grades of
FOR YEARS WAS ASSOCIATED
works yesterday afternoon during its wants permission to have certain gasoline. Seventy to seventy-two DEED FILED IN CLERK'S OFweekly meeting indicates that the drainage done out that way, and the degrees test gasoline is advanced half
WITH HIS FATHER IN THE
FICE SHOWING TRANSFER
members of this body do not intend board consented, provided he got per- a cent per gallon, while all other
IRON FOUNDRY BUSIthis year tolerating unnecessary de- mission from Dr. D. G. Murrell to high grades are put up one cent
OF BREWERY FOR $6o,00ci
lays on the part of the contractors cross the latter's oroocrty.
NESS HERE.
per gallon.
who have the contracts for re-conAn official of the Standard Oil
The board ordered that there be
struction of the streets and sidewalks.
sold for $225 one of the useless ma- company said today that the demand Judge Lightfoot Has Gone to Dover,
In taking this decided stand the board
for high-grade gasoline Is unpreWas a Very Popular, Sociable an
chines at the city power house.
Tenn, on Legid Business for
Thomas
contractor
instructed
cedented owing to its heavy conwrote
officials
Iktadisonville,
Ky.,
Quite
Always
Congenial Man,
Bridges that he must either comSeveral Days,
the board, asking what they thought sumption in connection with automence at once work of laying the
Active in Politics.
mobiles.
The
new quotations sent
about municipal ownership of elctric
concrete sidewalks on Kentucky avelight plants, and askinng for some out by the Standard company today
on
and
nue from First to Fourth,
Yesterday in the circuit court there
data about the Paducah plant. Clerk are as follows: 70-72 degrees, t754
Jefferson lifeet from First to Fifth,
Alex Kirkland of the board was di- cents; 86 degrees, 20 cents 87 de- was dismissed the suit of Frances
Fur the second time within two
else the city will take charge of the
i Grim Death has
rected to get up the data and mail it grees, at cents; 83 degrees, 22 cents. Dezted against the Fidelity Mutual
wecks the hatid of
have it done, and charge the
work,
Life Insurance company for $2,000
-sly of this
to
the Madisonville people, who are
insetted the Palm
.
cost up to Bridges. The resolution
plaintiff claimed due her on the policy
contemplating erecting a plant to be TWO TRAINMEN KILLED
city. this time chi`oning apt. Menadopted in this respect stipulated that
IN AN INDIANA WRECK. held by her late hu.§band, George
owned by the city.
dot Johnson, tho . 11 known city
if Mr. Bridges did not have things
yederday
way
reported
Detzel. The latter settled the matter
Street
Inspector
Elliott
weigher, who passed
Peru, Ind., May 16.—ln a wreck at
well under way by next Monday that
and the litigation was dismissed.
that he had removed the pile of rock
o'clo k at his resievening at 6
Fowlerton. on the Chicago, Cincinthe board of works would take the on
A lien on certain pooperty ui S.
North Seventh, between 'Harris
, p(ter a lindence, oto Clark
rati & Louisville railroad, today.
matt,r in hand and do the work itsstreets.
W.
and
Bayd
°pike' affecand
Arnold in the .suit of the Ottechangering illness with
self. He has the contract for these
Bundsmen, of city s,!w- Engineer Wesley Wolf and Brake- ics Building and Luau Association
Inspector
t:1M this world one of the best
sidewalks, and instead of starting
erage,- informed the board that many man 011ie Bowman were crushed to against Annie M. Duigiud was orderknown men in this end of the state,
when the spring
work on them
death. The cause of the accident is I ed
youth.
a
valves and other pieces of the sanidismissed.
where hc has resided since
weather opened, he put his men to
tary sewerage system needed repairs. unknown.
There was dismissed without prejuwork laying the pavements on West
Copt ohnson had been in failing
This was ordered done imediately.
dice the action of
C. B. Leacher
Jefferson street, and Harahan addition. With him there is carriad
burned out
armature
Another
,has
against H. A. LaRue,. a settlement
tion whereon not a hotrse exists, and
health for the past two years, but
at the city electric plant, and Superhaving b en made.
where there is but little passing, while
managed to continue at his business
empowered to
intendent
Keebler
was
A settlement
having been made
it is the reverse with the downtown
of city weigher for the municipal
employ an assistant to help repair the
heretofore,
the
court
ordered stricken
inconvenience
graduInjunction
condition
much
Against
Cumberland
Genstreets; therefore
government. His
machine.
from thc docket the litigation of G.
and annoyance is occasioned by the
ally grew worse, however, and two
eral Assembly—Judge
The street car company- was directW. Slaughter against the N. C. and
months ago he went to Dawson If a Man Has a Good Idea He Is torn-up condition of the highways. ed to remove the two old dilapidated
St. L. railroad.
Court-Martialed.
Gaut There.
The board of works thinks this unSprings seeking health. but the curpoles at Fourth and Kentucky aveMater Commissioner Cecil Reed,
warranted action on the part of Conative seaters had no lasting effect to'
nue,
and put all the wires on one new
reported the claims against the estate
cause,
tractor Bridges is without good
good upon him, and he returned
that inNew York, May 16. A special dis and he will either have to do the post, which is sufficient for
Evansvile, Ind., May 'O.—Attor- in the suit of E. 0. Thomas, adminhome about three weeks since. Altersection.
lose
neys Major G. V. Menzies and Judge istrator, against Anthony Payne.
though able to sit up around the patch to the Tribune from Baltimore downtown work right away, or
Pthialier Fred' Sehiffman was emThe suit of Ms's. hi. E. Head aginst
effect
this
clause
to
contract,
a
says:
his
night for Dc'
home
his
house he could not leave
powered to tear up the concrete side- Wm. Reister left last
Cheatham Hodge for $25,000 damages
Leslie M. Shaw, secretary of the existing in the agreements between
petition
for
an
ina
catur,
III.,
to
file
and daily grew worse until claimed
walk and brick street in front of the
on th! ground that Hodge assassinby the ruthle•s scythe at the men- treasury, talked in a rather dis- him and the municipality.
new Roy L. Culley building on Broad- junction to prevent the general as- ated plaintiff's husband comes up to-sembly of the Cumberland Presbyytioned hour last evening. Yesterday couraging strain yesterday to the
In taking up the bitulithic work on way between Fifth and Fourth streets
s
morning about g o'clock, while sit- graduates of the school of .instruc- the avenue from Fourth to Ninth and in order to connect the new structure ttrian church which met in Deca- dy.
ting in a chair at home, he fell iion of the revenue cutter service Jefferson from Fifth to Ninth, pre- with the water, steam heat and sani- tur Wednesday from voting to form
tomorrow's Docket
fot ward unconscious, and remained here. Among other things he said. ceded by the storm sewer work, the tary seWstage mains that run beneath a union with the Presbyterian
"In one branch of the government
in that state until death.
church.
The following cases re set for trial
board notified President Ingram that the brick highway.
service—I won't say which,—if a man
The attorneys will claim that the tomorrow: Effie L. Leigh against the
A letter was directed to the mayor
Captain Mendol Johnson was born
he must get the work pushed more
has a good idea they court-martial
rapidly. and to double his force if notifying him that it was erroneous constitution of the Cumberland Pres- Citizens' Savings bank, and Freiberg
in St. Louis fifty years ago and
him. After he has suppressed ideas necessary, as things were not going where report was made that the board byterian church confers no rights or and Kahn against E. Pearson..- Mrs
few
a
only
when
Paducah
moved to
for two or three years, no more along as rapidly as desired by the of public works would not, order ex- powers upon the general assembly to Leigh sues the bank on the ground
months old, coming with his parents,
propose themselves, and he becomes
board of works, whtch thinks greater tended along Broadway to 21st street form an amalgamation with any she paid off a note against her propCaptain and Mrs. Joseph Johnson.
figurehead. The army and navy speeed could be accomplished.
a
and then over the latter to Jefferson other body. They will file their erty. Fre'berg and Kahn sue PearOn growing to manhood he engaged
have lots of men whose ideas have
an extension of the water cornsiany petition this afternoon and remain in son for money claimed due on acin the steamboat business with his
Mr Ingram returned to Nashville mains. Some people out that way Decatur to await the'hearing
been suppressed.
buying
count made by Pearson
father, and then afterwards they enyou serve the government for Mr. Ingram returned to Nashville claimed that the matter had been refrom
them.
liquids
general
assembly
of
the
years
The
for
business,
foundry
the
tered
hire, you are of no use. Most work yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
ferred to the board of works. This church will meet today, it is
cr.nducting one of the largest inch:sDuring years past the contractors is a m'stake as the general council
naturally drudgery. But the men
is
Brewery Transfer.
expected, to hear a report of the
ties of that nature in this end of
unnecessary time,
who do the hardest and best work have lost much
issued orders direct to the water com- Church Union committee appointee!
A deed was lodged yesterday with
the state. The plant stood at Second
the
are those who do not know they are therby carrying the work into
pany, and did not refer the matter to at Fresno, Cal., last year to report the county clerk wherein John L.
and Tennessee streets and was desonly winter when it would have to be the board.
works
man
who
The
doing
it.
this year. The report of this com- tiloerber and, others transfer to the
troyed by fire about four years ago,
pay he gets can only work sgoipped bn account of the weather, and
City Engineer Washington ws au- mittee, it is authoritatively given oat, Paducah Brewery company, for "boo
proving a total and heavy loss to for the
eight hours a day, but the one who the thoroughfares left in a very bad thorized to employ ana assistant city will be
to to t in favor of the pro- 000, the properties at Tenth and Monthe owners on account of no insurworks to accomplish things is good condition. This will be tolerated no engineeer to held him with the public posed amalgamation
with the Presby- roe streets. The brewery retains the
ance being carried.
for sixteen hours, and at a pinch longer, says the board in taking the work, it being entirely too much for
ter:an
church.
The
Mr. Johnson, like his father who
injunction :f same name and the deed tures the
mentioned.
important action
much more
one engineer to look after by himself. granted will have the efect to re- properti over to the purchasers, Wilwas once mayor of this city, has alCity Engineer Washington was di"There is one thing, however,
Clerk Kirkland of the board was diliam Katterjohn and; others.
ways taken a deep interest in polirected by the board to get rid of the rected to get up a list of the permits strain the assembly from viting to
warn
you
young
which
I
want
to
H. C. Kock sold to H. J. Kock,
adopt
tics and was quite a power, having a
the
report
of this committee.
that will accumulation of water which stands issued empowering the telephone and
nothing
There
is
men.
lying out in the
$1,200, land
for
great following and many staunch
The defense will be represented by
take the native capacity out of a on West Jones street where concrete street railway companies to put up
county.
friends. After his plant burned sevJudge
Gaut
of
Nashville and an atman .so quickly as employment in sidewalks are to be laid. The water new poles and take down old ones on
C. Eva Carter bought from A. S.
eral years ago, he never re-built, but
navy. If now stands in puddles after a haid many streeets of the city. This list torney from St. Louis. The oppisit- Barksdale, for $1.262, property on the
army
or
the
any
branch
of
shortly thereafter made the race for
fon
to
the
union comes (torn the
I wanted to make a fine preacher out rainfall.
is then to he turned over to Superineast side of South Sixth near Huscity treasurer on the Democratic
meeting Chairman tendent Koehler, of the electric light churches in Indiana, Kentucky, TenDuring the
of a young man I would send him to
ticket, being the party nominee. Tht
imnessee Mississippi, Oklahoma and bands street.
Point, for it is the best school Hank, of the aldermanic public
plant, and he is tomake a tour of the
support lent him was very strong. West
to
reported
Missouri.
committee,
provement
earth."
city and check up the list and report
Licensed to Marry.
but he was defeated by only a few on
the board that the stret railway com- to thee board at its next meeting,
votes for the position. Last year he
The county clerk yesterday issued
GoOd For All Uses.
pany had agreed to pay twenty-five so that if the authority given the
was appointed city weigher .to suc- REFUSES CIRCUS LTCENSE
constructing
cost
of
the
a
license
to marry to Allen Rice, aged
of
cent
per
exceeded,
or
ON DECORATION DAY
companies have been
Chief Collins of the police force 20 and Cora Campbell, aged ao, colceed the late Weigher liesselton. and
a new bridge by the city across Is- poles not removed as agreed upon,
seems to be good for all uses, and ored people of this city.
he made a most efficient- bfficial,
Topeka. Kas. May t6.—The city land creek at Fourth street in place
action.
especially when the ladies went anyserving in that capacity until claimed council of Topeka has decided that of the old one. The car company the board will then take
Streert Inspector Elliott reported thing. as yesterday Meg 'Henry Masby the Grim Reaper. For the past a circus performance in the city on wants the new structure built in orGetting Up Evidence.
to the board that the street corner sey, of LaCenter, Ballard county, was
two months he has not been able to Decoration Day would he nothing der to get its tracks extended across
olt.tgoico_ Charles _IYesterday
put up, and he was in the .citoo-anelsealitolo-a
ouartersi Brondson and assistants were spendbe at his office, and the duties were short of sacrilige. and by unanimous an "nto Mechanicsburg, When the signs were being
as
work
the
rueb
ucteed to
to request the chief to find her a good ing
looked altar Int
r e -The crty—Crer
the day at the clerk's office goto alderman made this report, the board quickly as possible.
ten year old white boy who would
• who now has ehittge of the office.
accounting
refuse a license.for a show that has of wok-ti took no action pending a
hold a like a good home, as she wants to ing over reports showing
board
adjourned
to
The
Mr. Johnson served the fourth been advertised to take place here full meeteing of the committee with
estate
Wisdom
B.
H
the
of
made
speecial meeting Friday, at which adopt one. The chief promised to
ward very creditably for four, years on tbat day. P. H. Conra, depart- the board.
adminisindepend- I produce the boy and will send to Mrs. by George C. Wallace, the
streeet
railway
and
time
the
in the general council of this city. ment commander of the G. A. R.,
usd in the
Complaint was made to the board
tlephone companies ,will have Massey the first one he runs across trator. The data is for
and was regarded as one of the moot appeared before the council to pro- that the street sweeping service is cent
for setcour
circuit
the
in
suit
filed
'
officers for' that wants a nice place to live.
erogressive and conservative; busi• tcst against the issuance of the li- not the best in the world, and Street much business before the
tlement of the large estate.
ress-like members of that otogiest cense.
Inspector Alonzo Elliott was ordered
Gone to Dover.
to see that the cleaning outfit put the
thoroughfares in first class condition
I Judge R. T. Lightfoot left yester.
.
by carting away all the trash or reday. for Dover, Tenn., to be absent
several days on legal business.
fuse.
•
---The street car company wants perStenographer Resigned.
mission to run a spur track from its
Caldwell .street,_
Miss Rubye Dunlap, stenographer
main line out on
across to the N. C. and St. Io, blacks AND GIRL NO. 2 COMPELS THZI Poore girl got the check for it and at the county judge's office, yesterday
ad l
HOLE BLOWN IN CEILING AND metal. Dr. Jeff Robertson attended near the stockyards, so that when the
P00RE GIRL TO RETURN
took the contents herself .
resigned her position to take a place
FLOOR—MR. A. L. CLARK'S
THE ARTICLES.
him.
On the search warrant being got- in the office of Yarmaster Stonecar people received freight consignARM BADLY LACERATED.
ten out the officer located the Poore braker of the Illinois Central railway.
Clark was charging the reservoir mente over the N. C. and St. L., the
girl at Ninth and Tennessee streets
which is used to corbonate coca-. former could run their supply car
cola, -ginger ale, soda pop and other from their main line on Caldwell
Yesterday Flossie
Doyle of 817 and had her come down to the City
May Try Today.
The Jacobs soda and bottling oft
drinks
manufactured
Judge Reed has only the Head vs
by to the N. C. track and unload the Tennessee street got out a warrant Hall, by telling her a young man
works on South Fifth street near
wotks
when
suddenly
it stuff direct from the railroad to the for Frances Poore, on the ground wanted to see lter. She was found'}lodge case set fOr trial today, and
-Norton, was partially wrecked\ yesew
up
a
with
report car. The board of works had asked that the latter wrongfully gclt pos- wearing some of the garments, while lac this will take several days to fins
ttrday afternoon as result of one of
clothing, the balance were found ,
1 her sister's ,ish, he may this morning before go.
c at cannon, sending one piece of the city engineer to see if it would session of some of her
the copper gas reservbirs blowing up the metal up through the ceiling and be possible.to let, the year lino run which was afterwards recovered by, out on Tennessee. The Poore girl ing info it, take up the damage
and sendipg pieces of flying metal floor into the second story, while the this spur,. ape helmeted it 'would 'Officer Cros of the police force.
resides on South Fourth street near , suit of Mrs. Fanny Prince against
everywhere. Mr. A. L. Clark was flesettirig and join underneath the be all right for Six months. Permisthe the Illinois Central railroad company
The ”Clylc girl claimed, that Tues-' Washingeon street and after
shaking the reservoir at the time, flrst floor was damaged. It is quite sion was then given for the track to day. she had her telescope at the Doyle woman recovered the garments for Samoo. He 'announced to th.a
and his right .hand was painfully in. fortunate Clark was not it 'mei be put down
for that length of Union depot, preparatory to going to she dropped the neater and got no...way the warrant for the other,
Jored by stopping a piece of the more seriously than restiltedk
Mayfield, when in some
time.
(C4intinued from peg e.)

iDEATH CLAIMED
CAPT. JOHNSON
r

Re Succumbed to Dropsical

li

‘

Afflictions Yesterday
Afternoon.

VERY PROMINENT GENTLEMAN
.

5

CONTRACTOR MUST START WORK AT
ONCE, OR CITY WILL DO IT FOR HIM

DETZEL SUIT

Insurance Cornpany Paid Off the
C1:11.7.

LEACHER-LARUE SUIT SETTLED

CHURCH UNION OPPOSED

NO PREMIUM ON BRAINS

91

••••••=1.•••=,

-Gas Reservoir Explodes
At Jacob's Bottling Works

Young Lady Said to Have
Coveted Other's Finery

61101•••••••••••••••
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Worth it's
Weight
In Gold!

CITY TAX BAIS JENKINS WAIVED SETTLE LOSSES
IN OWN WAY
EXAMINATION
NEARLY DONE
CITY

CLERK

BAILEY

EX-I_
GOES

=CT&-TO FINISH WHITE
LIST TODAY.

TO

ACT
ON EACH FIRE COMPANY TO
SEPARATELY IN
SAN
MURDERINQ

GRAND

_CHARGE OF

JURY

FRANCISCO.

JACKSON.

TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE

The Complexion Beautifier

Ve

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
.0V

$ioo,000,000 Mortgage Loan CorporaIs guaranteed,and
The First of Next Month There is Bigger Hale, Colored, Charged With
money refunded if
in
Aid
Rebuilding
to
tion
Stealing Bicycle From George
Due the First Half of this
It fails to remove
the City.
the very worst cases and beautify the
Brown, White.
Year's City Taxes.
complexion in twenty days.

Nadmola

City -Clerk Henry Bailey expects
to finish today making the tax bills
against the white people, and if he
does, he will cimmence tomorrow on
those for the colored people. He
rnd his assistant, Mr. Henry M. Enders, has been working on the bills
five or six weeks now, and have
about 8,000 made out. The white list
comprises nearly all the bills, as
there are very few colored taxpayers
and it will take only a few days to
-make these bills out.
The bills are made out in duplicate
for each six months taxes, together
with the stub, showing the name,
location an4 character or property,
and amount of taxes due.
Clerk Bailey will have the entirc
undertaking completed by the last of
next week, when he will then turn
the list over to City Treasurer John
J. Dorian who uses it to go by, in
collecting the taxes from the people.
The first half of this year's taxes
fall due June 1st, therefore all during that month the treasurer will be
very busy, as he will have to collect
over $too,000. Those who do not
r.ay by the end of June. have the ro
per cent penalty put on them.

CU. SERVICE

In .the- . police court yesterday
morning Horace Jenkins, colored,
was held to the grand jury on waiving examination of the charge of
murdering Tom Jackson, colored,
who was shot fatally by Jenkins in
"Canaan" last Sunday night. Jacksoli-died Tuesday.
• Bigger Hale was arraigned and
given a continuance until tomorrow
of the warrant charging him with
stealing the bicycle of Mr. George
Brown, and selling it to Connie Lee,
colored, by claiming the wheel was
his. The charge in the warrant i5
that of obtaining money under false
pretenses.
John Thomas, colored, was given
a continuance until tomorrow of the
warrant charging him with breaking
the seal of an Illinois Central box
car in the -yards here.
William Jefferson was fined $io
and costs for a breach of the peace.
J. D. Redden was dismissed of the
warrant charging him with permitting his cow to ramble at large on
the public streets.

SETTLEMENT OF
THE DETZEL SUIT
alkiim••••11•=m11•••••

(Continued From Page One.)
EXAMINATIONS TO BE HELD
JUNE 6TH FOR POSTOFFICE
POSITIONS.

Resignations and Deaths Have Caused
a Shortage of Force on the
Eligible List.

effect last night, but sa d developments this morning would show
whether he would take it up first.
Mrs. Prince got knocked from the
I. C. trestle, 3oo feet North of the
Union depot, in the local yards. She
walked out on the structure after a
freight train got out, but 'before she
could get to the other end the
freight commenced backing, and
knocked her off. She landed thirty
feet below in the gulley and received such injuries that she wasconfined to The Riverside hospital up
to two weeks ago. The accident
happened nearly three months ago.
Her niece. Mrs. Joe Henley, was
with her and was _also knocked off.
The latter died if her injuries.

San Francisco, May 16.—The insurance -companies will' settle their
losses in their own way, each cornaptly acting for itself according to
the contracts embodied in its policies
vnd the Fire Underwriters, Adjusting Bureau will make no attempt to
dictate a. general policy or lay down
uniform rules for the companies to
observe in the settlement of claims,
according to a statement made yesterday by Attorney T. C. Coogan,
who is legal adviser to the Adjusting
Bureau. The Adjusting Bureau is
merely to act as a Board if Appraisers in dealing with claims, and
only report on losses sustained,
leaving the settlement entirely to the
respective companies. Mr. Googan
said
No Unifirm Basis.
"The settlement of claims will not
Each
be upon any uniform basis.
company will settle its own losses in
its own fashion. It has its own contracts embodied in its own policies.
and its own attorneys to advise it.
The Adjusting Bureau has no power
to lay down any uniform course or
policy for observation by the companies, no power to compel them to
wpive conditions and legal rights
"No proposition looking toward
uniformity of action has been suggested; nor is there any truth in the
report that it is contemplated to cut
losses all down the line and settle
upon a percentage basis.
"The companies will pay what
Moreover, they
they legally owe.
will be perfectly fair. But they will
obey no rules laid down for them
by any bureau."

Mrs. Edward Joon, of Mount Sterling,
Kentucky, writes:
"I feel it my duty to tell you the beneili
NadinoLs hes been to me. I had suffered
untold mortification with freckles, since childhood. Having used all the highly recommended creams and lotions, with muck
hesitancy I bought your entire treatment
After giving it a fair trial I most beartil,
recommend it, for it's worth ite weight in
gold to any woman having freckles. You!
Nadinola is the only thing I have ever used
with success. Your Nadine Face Powder if
grand. Wishing you the deserved success,
am sincerely."

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway, •
PADUCAH, KY

Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leading
druggists or mail. Prepared by the
National Toilet Co..Paris,Tenn.
the tiqe will be wider streets, more
imposing ediffices, larger parks and
a complete fire fighting system
which will utilize the waters of the
ocean. The real estate men weathered the storm and show great activity.
"San Francisco is the city of opportunities. The vast fertil country
back of it promises the yield of an
exceptionally good year's crop. Th-.
chance, for business investment is
local
and
Eastern
magnificent;
money will be poured in freely while
the rebuilding progresses. The history of all such events as that which
has just transpired proves that th:.
ultimate result is a general improvement in conditions and a vast increase in community wealth."

Do You Like Music?
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of the Latest and Best
Instrumental Hits.

Song Successes.
25c
Nigger Loves His 'Possum
What Has the Night Time to Do
ac
With the Girl
25C
Let Me See You Smile
25c
Meditation — Song
25c
To Bohemia

The death of the late Postman
Charles Holliday, and the resignation
of Postman Jesse G. Curd, has caused
quite a shortage in the post office
force in this city, where the eligible
list was about exausted before the
services of these two were finished.
This shortage necessitates examinations that will .be lield.in this ,city on
June 6, at nine o'clock al m., in order
that an appointment may be made in
the office, and future appointments as
Tiflis, April 15.—The population of heads, carry the milk t- their two
occasion my require.
their reTiflis, the capital of Transcaucasia customers. All speak
Applicants must be between the
represents the various nationalities spective languages, but all make
ages of eighteen and forty-five years
and tribes inhabiting the beautiful tt-emselves understood s imewhat in
and citizens of the United States.
imposing mountains and fertile val- broken German or in bar'iarous RusMale applicants must measure not
leys of the Caucasus. In the streets, sian. Everywhere groups of porters
less than 5 feet_ four inchees in their
on the open places, and especially in in a wonderful array of rags sit in
SETFINALLY
COMMITTEE
stocking feet. and weigh not less than
the ow Oriental part of the town, the sunshine, mending ti collapsing
125 lbs., in ordinary clothing. MediTLED THINGS YESwhere Armenian, Georgian and Rus- shoe or coat, or just has!: in the sun
cal certificates will not be required
sian
Christian churches stand side by while waiting to be c-lled, when
TERDAY.
of applicants, but those who moy reside
with the mosques of Persians they will carry astonishiag loads on
ceive appointments will be called upandJewish synagogues, their backs. Sometimes -1 European
Turks
and
enterbefore
same
the
on to furnish
of all these nationalities carrage or a furiously &timing tram
people
the
go
Will
The Contagious Ward
ing upon duty.
costumes form a ear forces its way throu: the crowd.
picturesque
their
in
examinpass
who
those
of
Lists
Down in Hospital Basement
cruwd. In the
metley
and
bright
ations are no longer posted, but inPersian TarThe Tiflis Pedtrer.
sunburnt
markets
Where
Old
the
street
Furnace
the
on
standing
their
to
as
formation
carts,
primitive
is full of sound-, and abov:
air
The
their
in
arriving
tars,
-register can be obtained upon apStood.
sell their cheese and butter beside all is heard the voice of he itinerant
-plication to the local secretary.
the fair German colonists offering merchant who offers his fruits, vegeFor the required application form
their potatoes and cabbages: Armen- tebles or greens. These he carries
and a pamplet of general information
Yesterday morning the committee ian dealers exhibit Oriental and on his head and names in different
speecimen in
containing
to settle the question of im- European stuffs and cottons; Geor- local languages, such as Armenian.
selected
questions, apply to Mk. Fred B. Ashat the Illinois Central gian peasants on horseback or on Georgian. Tartar and Russian. The
provements
ton, secretary board of examiners at
held a meeting and bufalo carts bring to town their merchant of this class is known for
hospital
railroad
the post office, or the C. W. Moss.
some
conclusion.
The corn- famous wine, hay, wood and an endreached
gaiety. activity and smartness.
4Satriet secretary. Postoffice Buildof Chief Surgeon less variety of salads and fruit;; Rus- Whether he belongs to the Georgian
composed
is
ittec
ng. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Murrell, Superintendent Egan. sian gills, cleanly dressed and with
The examination is no particularly I). G.
Thompson, Engineer their colored kerchiefs over their
Roadmaster
(Continued on Page Six
difficult and qualified persons au
Mechanic Turnand
Master
McGuire
urged to enter.
There is no expense attached to the bull, all of whom are members of the
M. NANCF
Manager.
lxiard of directors for the institution
entemination.
Embalmer
and from which board they were GUY NANCE,
committee
the
last
as
chosen
week
MOSQUITO ARMY
to arran • e somethin definite along
this line.
Millions of Them Seem to .tiave ArThe committee met yesterday and
decided to enlarge the kitchen con•
rivad Here.
PRIVATE A MBULANICE
siderably at the hospital on West
for Sick and Injured Only.
Broadway, while several servants'
Last night and the night before it rooms will be constructed and other
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
seemed as if another army of mos- minor quarters arranged. The con- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 699.
ouitoe_s arrived in .this city, as the tagious ward, for isolation of infecPAN:RICAN, EY.
NEW PHONE 334
pestiferous little creatures made life tious diseases, will be placed in the
everybody, biting hospital basement where the old furmiserable for
through the thickest of clothing and nace stands. The new furnace is in
having a good time in general..
the furnace house in the yard, and
About three weeks ago it seemed before it was put in the old heating
the advance guard of the army ar- apparatus was down in the building
rive(1 here, as it was something awfui basement, which will now be confor a night or two then, and also in verted into the contagions departthe daytime, as the little "suckers" ment, which will be fixed up handdid not .wait until nightfall to get seimely.
in their woek.
The improvements will cost between $3,500 and $4,000 and now
3 Horse Power ?stator.
The royal families of Sweden, that they are definitely decided on,
x 6 Horse Power Motor.
Spain and Italy own lots in New the architect will immediately &Ass;
554 Horse Power Motor.
YOrk, as well as 'Kaiser Wilhelm, the plans so the, contract can be let
8 Horse Power Motor.
who has also been a heavy investor and work started.
no Horse Power Motor.
in Western property,
while King
200 Light Dynamo.
FAward inherited' a piece of New
It has beta proved beyond a doubt
-York properly froin his Mother and that incubators were in succesiftil
owns sOme thousands of acres of operation among the ancient Egyptwestern lands.,
These original hatching maiang.
chines wett about nine feet high, and
It is stated by the Irish Indepen- were arranged with galleries for
121-123 North Fourth Street,
dent that coffins for children are be- fleeting he eggs, which were hatched
lag suplied by a contractor to south from 'a
ntral ven. About. goo inOf keland illmshoulies at
cents", uhators
en 'discovered in
ye
maca.

RACES THAT LIVE IN PEACE

IMPROVEMENTS
All. C. HOSPITAL

GUY _NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,

250
25c
25c
25c
26c
Id

DON'T FORGET OUR roc EDITIONS—We have 4.,000 pieces of the
standard and classical music, especially suitable for teachers and pulls.

Harbour's Book Department.
—J

First-Class
Watch Work

FOR GALE.

One large bell; fifty cork lifc
preservers, entirely new; three steam
whistles, different si7es: block and
tackle of all kinds, and, two yawls.
Inquire of
Encouraging Statement.
FRANK WAGONER,
The California Promotion COM
"no & Second St.
pany has issued a statement concerning the earthquake and fire in San
Francisco, which is in part as folOpening Ceremony.
lc ws :
Friday morning the opening exerSan Francisco is now in course
of reconstructinn: the debris is rapid- cise for the high school will be a
ly being removed and the hum of reading by Miss Aline Bsgby. on
industry has supplanted the roar of of the city's most talented and highthe flames. The abiding results of ly educated young ladies._

Mistletoe Waltzes
Pig Ankle—Rag
Hearts-ease—Reverie
Twilight Meditation
Flying Arrow—Indianesque
Young Antelope.

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, KT.

224 Broadway

v •.

Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for lice
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.

The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon.
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bicycles are the best that can be produced $r5 up.
See our stock of Second Handi
I bicycles.

Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells, Pumps,
member the place.

WILLIAMS

Saddles, etc. Re-

BICYCLE COMPANY,

126 and rail North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved ten Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA's
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE
ommi
OFFER YOU.
'_

11111Mor

We have on hand
For Sale:
I

FOREMANBROS.

MittattnimptanntUMW=C
For the next few days Wallpaper that is usually sold elsewhere
cants per roll, we will sell for
it
re per roll.
..Paper usually, sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
.. . .Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
\\ We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.

uassumusautomunount:•

Novelty Works.

LEE 315 Sway.

rTrillgilirriri11911

1111111.M1111.111111111)

PREPARING FOR FENCE BUILT
FINAL ACTIONS ACROSS ROAD

ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
Convictions for This Offense
Been Numerous in Germany.

WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.

Have

of Geological Survey on Investigations of Deposits in This
Country.

Report

Consul General Guenther, of Frankreports that during the year 19011
3,091 persons were convicted in Germany for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
Larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number of
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 646 in
l903 is shown. For producing and keeping for sale and consumption unwholesome articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
This large increase is due to the effecta
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 in 1902. For knowingly violating the rules with reference to animal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rindtieest, se. well as the regulations to
prevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the willful use of articles liable to spread contagious diseases before disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,173 In 1902. showing a decrease of 241
per cent. For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 69 persons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.

The geological survey has issued a
supplementary report on its investigation of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not understood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and information nor how valyahie the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the deposits in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the appropriation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been priacipally confined to the examination of large collections of concentrates collected by the survey and contributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valuale. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these articles, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandescent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with in the
manufacture of refractory furnace linings in California. No previous use
had been found for timenite, but on receipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories It was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand depends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
manufacture.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contain a provision
for continuing the work.

fort,

AUDITOR'S

AGENT

LUCAS WAYNT

GOES OUT OF OFFICE
JUNE 1ST.

HOUSEMAN

WARRANTED

WAS

YESTERDAY

BY MAGISTRATE.

_ He Prosecutes to a Finality After Go- Ben Boyd, the Colored Baseball
ing Out of Office, Those Suits
Magnate, Broke Into the Court
Filed
of Justice Emery.

Attorney Frani° Lucas has gone to
Justice Charles Emery yesterday
llopkinsville, Pembroke and other issued a warrant against Wayne
points on business connected with Houseman of the Melber section of
the duties as representative over the the county, charging him with buildstate at large for Auditor Hagar, of ing a private fence across a public
ThS--agent is risen:sting a
nrri
ohstructino;
thy
large list of suits to be tiled at dif- thoroughfare.
The warrant
was
ferent points over Kentucky, between taken out in tte county yesterday
now and the end of this month, as and served on the accused by Deputy
aftr June 1st he cannot institute any Sheriff Clark Fortson. Justice Emery
actions kir collection of taxes due has not yet set the date on which
private owners of Le will try the action.
the state from
property, because at that date his
Ben Boyd Warranted.
term of office, that was for four
BenBoyd, the colored drayman was
years, expires.
warranted
yesterday
Justice
in
The auditor receipts for all money Emery's court by "Chief" Harry
due the state on taxes and tinder the Lloyd, manager of the Paducah basenew laws four years ago Gus Coulter, ball club. This case comes up this
who was then audilor. selected a morning, at which time the manager
different
number of attorneys at
will request that Boyd be placed
points over the state, as his agent to under a peace bond.
covered
file suit against people who
Boyd, although colored, is one of
up the valuation and existence of the most enthusiastic rooters at the
pvsperty on which they should pay ball park, his voice rising above any
taxes. These suits compel the parties citizen others, and for this valiant serto pay.
vices in this line, he has always had
When Coulter wept out of office au annual pass into the grounds. Ile
two years ago and Hagar was elected. w anted to use it this year, but
the latter tried to "oust" Attorney Manager Lloyd turned it down.
Lucas from his appointment by CoulThe manager says that
Boyd
ter. The matter was carried to the threatened to do this and that, which
Lucas
decided
was
it
where
courts
resulted in the warrant.
and the other Coulter appointees held
could not be
for four years and
JUDGE ROBERTSON DIES
thrown out by Hagar so he could,
AFTER LONG ILLNESS
select his favorites for the positions.
Every since his victory Mr Lucas
Prominent Maysville Lawyer Once
has been fought hard by Hagar and
a Resuient o; L:rOngton.
his appointees, but the Paducahan
continued prosecuting the duties of
the position, which expires June tet,s Maysville, Ky., May 15.—Judge
when Hagar selects some other *0 Leigh W. Robertson died at his
succeid him for four years.
home here after an illness covering
When his term expires Mr. Lucas a period of two years. He came of
will have many suits in the courts ilistinguished ancestry and was born
against people who owe taxes to the 113 Harrodsburg, June 3, OW. Folmate but have not paid them. All lowing his graduation at Centre Colthese unfinished actions instituted by lege he entered the law school at
Mr Luca% are carried to finality by Harvard. graduating with high honhim in the courts after he is out of ors. After his marriage to Miss Luoffice. hut he cannot institute any cille Pearce on May 24. 1870. he tiok
rues- ones after the last of this month. up his residence in this city, which
The office is a very lucrative one, has ever since been his home. He
the agent getting his commission of soon established himself in the legal
twenty per cent on back taxes col- profession, in which he held high
lect ed.
rank, being frequently called to the
The auditor's agents go over the bench to sit as a specil judge in imstilte. look at the county assesors' portant cases
He - leaves a widow.
hooks, see what properties people an aged mother, three brothers
and
gave in for taxes, then learning that tau sisters
not given in. beings suits for enforcement of the tax collection.
Subscribe for the Daily Fiegister

Difficulties Encountered
Mathematicians of a Generation Ago.

by

Parents who undertake to me1111
their children in the preparation ol
their school lessons encounter Some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pm
Gents stumblini, blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
that benighted age youthful students 01
arithmetic were taught that in an ex.
ample in long division the divisor Was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the remainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the times now attempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornfully correct

Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which if your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.

Difference in Modes of Living
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.

4

and

CENT•

FASHIONS IN HARNESS.

Writing of the differ.mces

gorses of the Present Day
Tricked Out as in Former

Hot

Times.

MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That

Made

----from

Walrus

Hide,

Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, "walrus leather two inches
thick, such

being worth about $500 a side, bring.
lag, as it does, $2.60 a pound.
"It takes_four or five years to tan
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly

tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two on three years to tan
inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing n
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather is used chiefly for
polishing purpose, by manufacturing
Jewelers. It is cut into discs, whieh
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is a

durable leather and it is especially
desirable in this use because It

pol•

less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civilization, though in some ways rapidly assimilating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and leas nervous than the American.
This Is particularly applicable to the
women, whose move -c:3 and conversation are quieter, and who are without the hunted look le the eyes which
marks so maay Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exercises some moderVing influence
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies in the feet that
bred; there are few hrge cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up a more constant contact with country life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chicago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there is no class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
Imitation among the less
wealthy
classes.
•"Hunting and fishing, with their accompaniments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere.

most Canadians are country born and
ly gambling and spectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a healthful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal cooduct their business
life more quietly than cities of eorrespopncling caliber in the United States."
Marriage Licenses Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Windsor, reports
that the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage licenses at frontier points in that provfi,w Mt A
side, which is a nourishing business,
particularly at Windsor. The attorney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not he issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the licenses should not be issued to people
who are not bona fide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling.
License issuers and ministers on the frontier will naturally suffer financially, and those at Windsor

IS ALL IT WILL COST Y011

!_o write for our big FUZE
U
catalogue
showing the most complete BICYCLE
line of high-grade
BICYCLES,TIRES mud SUNDRIES
BELOW any other niattufacturer or dealer in the world. at PILI t Ka
•
from covi
iliCT
.14y pr leo
or on any
until ylti have received our completeatFree
Cate,
locaes illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grarb
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our
remarkable I.014
PRICES rc.k1 wonderful new offers
made
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits. possible by selling from factory
Mar amp ON APPROVAL without a mat ifejorr, Pay the
Freight
allow 10 Days Free Trial and
other liberal terms which rut and*
bouse in the world will do. You make
will leers everything and get much other
vale
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • RhAit. Argot in every town and can offer
an
opportnnit3
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.

between
Canadians and Americana a correspondent says: "The differences are
occupied by the quotient.. Before these mostly of degree; the superb self-conthe
education
modern
eccentricities of
fidence of the average American womparent sits amazed and helpless, trying an, as she walks
abroad, the licensed
to prepare himself for the next innova- obtrusiveness of children, the
perpettion, which will probably be to make ual degenerAcy of conversation
into
the figures upside down.
story-telling—these daracteristics are

Probably not half a dozen horses are
oomparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Amen.
ea. Harness in this coustry then was
distinctly American in type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but if
that harness, whether for gig or carriage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
considered the proper thing
then
Birmingham, Ala., May 105.—By a
, compared with 718 for thc preyvote, of iiito licry the general con• usus year. Baptisms number 15,436, Whatever may have been our opinion.
then, we now know what is right. It
ference of the Methodist Episcopal an increase of nearly 5,000.
Funds
church, south, yesterday declared it- received for the year were $176,411, was only a matter of education and we
eelf in favor of the creation of a making a total gain over last year were apt scholars. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
committee to prepare a new state- of $ao,yos.
good native
us with
us and found
ment Of faith.
Will Decide on Church Union.
It
horses and poor native harness.
Other branches of Methodists will
Des Moines, Iowa, May ió.—At was apparent to all beholders that
be invited to unite with the south- tile general Presbyterian assembly in something was wrong, and when later
ern church in the ereparation of Des Moines this week, where 2,000 one or two animals were shown in
such a statement of faith and such commissioners,
mi%sionaries
and English
"something
the
harness
a statement of doctrinal system as church workers are assembled from wrong" was plainly understood. A
is called for in the twentieth cen- 411 parts of the world, the principal great change was needed, which was
tury.
topics of discussion will be:
no sooner recognized than made, and
A resolution was present!cl to the
Union
with
the
Cumberland to-day, with the exception of the dress
effect that the next general confer- churches.
of the speedway horse, the English
ence be held in Richmond. Va.
The divorce problem.
type of harness is used everywhere.

Bishop A. W. Wilson Was the preThe labor problem. first report of
siding officer at today's session. The bureau established at last conference
committee on itinerary recommended by Charles Stetzel.
ponconcurrrence in memorials from
The freedman problem with repreIli‘sissippi and Missouri annual con- sentatives from the colored race in
ference. St. Louis, the Alexandra the discussion.
and Popular Bluff district confer-' Deliberation on the assembly on
ence requesting legislation author- home and foreign missions by repreiring and controlling
conference sentatives from China. Africa, Japan,
evangelists.
India, Persia, Laos, Brazil and other
No Change in Strike Action.
foreign countries.
The committee au,...ou
tenet! recommended the adoption of nniversary of the founding if the
resolutions that the conference re- first Presbyterian conference.
This
affirm the action of the committee !will be May 24
Conspicuous among the speakers
on publishing interests of the general conference of tow in reference will be justice Harlan of the United
to the petition of the international States supreme court, Rev, De
Typographical union
seeking
to Robert MacKenzie of New York,
snionirt the publishing house at I Rev. Hunter Corbett of China. John
Nashville, Tenn The committee 'says !Converse, president of the Baldwin
it does not come within the province i l.ocomotive works; J. Wilbur Chapman, a wellknown evangelist; Presiof the committee to take action.
The memorial looking to the re- dent J. G. McClure of the McCormoval of the headquarters of the mick Theological seminary and
extension board from Louisville, Ky., Henry Van Dyke of Princeton uni'to Oklahoma City was concurred in. vereity.
Baptist Missions Prosper.
The election of moderator of the
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 16.—The assembly is one of the most immorning session of the southern portant business transactions. HuntBaptist convention was devoted to er Corbett, who has been a missionthe. subject of foreign missions and ary in China fifty years, is promiwas under the leadership of Rev. R. nently mentioned for the place.
7. Willingham of Richmond, Va.,
The German admiralty has resolvsecretary of the board. The speakers were Rev. W. L. Pickard of ed on fnrniahing ships of war with
?Lynchburg, Va.; Rev. J. T. M. Johns means for recognizing eaCh 'other's
son of St. Louis and Rev. Len G. Identity at distances too great for
read.ng the name of the Neel. This
IRroughton of Atlanta, Ga.
The report of the board of home is to be effected by use of rings or
missions showed that there were Silo bands pn the chimney funnel, differ"active missionatiet +Whig ttle year, ing in vnumber and color.

*

CANADIANS AND AMERICANS

them.
"Oh, that isn't right," they explain
°You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day instruction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly

SOUTHERN METHODISTS
DECLARE FOR NEW CREED

_

BY USING THE

"UNDERWOOD"

NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer

YOUR CORR LTONDENCE

EturA BICYCLE

DO

$8
,
.50 rUNCTURE-PROOF TIRESiI)AN.ai)
t
*8.50
.80
To Introdsam
We
p,r

txur.

Will Sall
Toss a Sample
PtaIP for 08.4y

SAILS, TACK3
OR 01.111$
WONT I.
OUT THE All
(CASH WITI4 ORDER 54.50
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No dangler from THORNS. CACNotion the thick rubber tread
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A"and punoture strips"B"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
mad "D." also Mem strip "IR"
be vulcanized like any other tire.
to prevent rim cutting. This
tire will outlast aa ether
Two Hundred Thousand pairs dew is Waal ow Over
seeine-aorr,
10 sea
Seventy-lye Teemed pairs said led year.
LABE RIDINOg Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
tivrffilsirpe
R
t
illreity of rubber, width never
and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape We have becomes porous
of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once hundreds
or twice Ins whole Demon. They weigh
no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin,
prepared fabric on the trez...1. That "Holdheg Beck"sensation commonly felt when riding onspecially
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" treed which prevents all air fromasphalt
being
squeezed out between the tire and the read thusoverroming
all inaction. The regular price of th
Urea is flip per pair, but for odvertteing purposes we are making
•
viW,
al
f
to
the
ef only tato per pair. All order'shipped
day ktter is reader& We shcfrFnceon a rid
You do not pay a cent until you have
and found them strictly as
ted.
We will allow•sash dlosonat of5 per neat(thereby making
the price 84.5 per pair) if you
FULL CASH WITH ORDER and ewame this !advertisement.
We
will
also
mud
one nick,
slued beam head pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these
puncture closers to be used in case of intimacies' knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be retin
at OUR =pease if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money seat to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
11111ker.
prole or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper
us. If you order a pair of
tires, you will find- that they will ride easier, run faster, about
wear better, last longer and look
em any tire you have ever used or sera at any price. We know
that
will be so well pleased
that Whale you want a bicycle you win give your order. We want youyou
to send us•small trial
eviler at seek hence this remarkable tire aim
heels. saddles, psdals, parts and fetirs, and
BRA
eb:eil
eyth
"liFin the bicycle line are meld by us at hailtheastial
charged by dealers and repair men.
e for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
Do Dor w
but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING•
AIT
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
wonderful offers we are making. It only coats• postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
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Next loWashingOishos

, :The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care
of den
several fires and Alic_sietcpinc_up of the ashes. _and duas---they-t"•
- duce. Unless, of course, you own a

Hot Water orStearft System
P

Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms.
Estimates free.

EdD.Hannan
Both Phones

to a greater extent than others.

201.

132 South

Fourth St., 325 Kentucky A7anisa.

Ishee without scratching."

Greatest Floating Dock.
the
end of 1907 the port of HamBy
Analysis.
burg will Possess the greatest floating
"Micky,-wot Is a philanrroplatt"
dock in the world. It is now under
"Well, It's like thls—If I were to
construction at Hamburg, and is to
swipe a quarter from ye
when
ye
have an accommodation capacity of
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, If ye'd promise to buy a 95,000 tons. Its length will be 520
toot'brush wit It, I'd be one of

them

Medical Congress.
A congress of medical men is goon
The Division.
to be held in Paris to.deilse means for
Edicar —In winter the Ice man has putting a stop to
the Illegal competimy sympapthy.
tion of "witch doctors," bone setters,
Oscar—And the coal
man map faith healers, and eim7 kind of medi-

-

ascotvoratsdla

General Cartage Business,

feet.

things."—Life.

money.—Town Topics,

Paducah Transfer Company

al

neuaeraaareenearessmark...i_

Superior Facilitiesifor
landling Freight, Machinery
A nd liouseholdMoods.

"crack.",

saauelaktimesasisismus.

Office
2nd and Monroe,
Both 'Phones,

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

• 4r.1•1111,
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tons. The attending physicians be- Renton. of- the Mt. Zion section,
tinue opposing them and they will
lieve
he will be able to get out be married. next Sunday at the resiSenator
If
win McCracken easily.
next week, if nothing more develops dence of Rev. T. B. Rouse of Lone
in
anything
do
McCreary expects to
es.
Oak.
for the worse.
the first district he had better cut A WELL KNOWN
PUBLISHED Pv THE
MECHANIC CHARACTERIZES THE ACTION
Mansfield Missing.
loose from Woodson,for our; people,
REGISTER ritzWSPAPER CO.
OF THE THREE ALDERMEN ON THE WATER AND LIGHT CUPID SMILES ON MAY BRIDES
(Incorporated)
Yesterday Chief Collins had all his
like the Owensboro people are find. PROPOSITION, ASIAN INSULT TO THE VOERS FO PADUAt Register Isumnitg, 523 Broadway. ing out a few things.
Mrs. Mary Hammonds and Mr. James men looking for Wm. Mansfield, foreCAHman of the. box and basket jactorys
King Married.
It is a fact now generally knovin in
of near the Union depot the matt hayJAMES E. WILHELM, President..
this city that the News-Democrat is
mysteriously disappeared the day;
ing
o'clock
4:3o
at
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
afternon
Yesterday
interests and the welfare of our city Frederick Clarke Lang were married before from his home. As yet he
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. a corporation paper through and Editor Morning Register:—
Please allow me space in the Reg- and need no education from corpora- at the bride's residence in the Coch- has not been found. •lifiansfield is 27,
through, and when Woodson poses as
ister to say a few words in regard tions.. We are suffering from an ran tia,ts at Ninth and Mionroc strets years old, resides at oeith and Jones
Entered at the postoffice of Padubut
he
democracy
a representative of
to- the stand some of our aldermen overdose of that now.
cah, Ky., as aecond-clasa mail matter.
the- seremon-y being perfumed by. Rev. street with his wife and two children,
acts the. hypocrit, tut the point with have taken relative to the light and
know
We
when the city owns its W. E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian while his mother, Mrs. Nona Mans.$5-n0 our people is this, the advocates of water question.
One Year
light and water we will not be com- church in presence of the family and field lives at 627 South Ninth street.
few
2.5o municipal ownership may expect the
Six Months
He has
Now one of them has, in an inter- pelled to set aside a slash fund to just a few friends.
• been sick for the past
morning left home
1.25
Tuesday
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days,
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that
the
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and
our
view,
pretty
and
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'
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councilmen
of
of
The
majority
the
bride
opposition
bitter and vindictive
at,
One Week
citizens are not capable of men to vote to' our interest, and then daughter of Mrs. Myrtis Nelon and saying lie was going to see his phythat paper, and if the people of this Paducah
the
and is in favor of charge it tip to the consumer, as the a very winsome, sweet and attractive sician down in the city. This was
self
government,
being
family
the
and
him,
of
Anyone failing to receive this paper Ci ty continue to supply that paper denying • them their constitutional majority of corporations do.
seen
last
young lady.
the
regularly should report the matter to with a club to use on them, then they rights until they can bei educated,
The groom is connected with the unable to find the man or learn
We want lights so cheap that all
The Register office at once. Tele- are but the fools that a certain al- Ii suppose by corruption and coer- can afford them and not keep them Ferguson-Palmer milling establish- cause of absence, sought assistance
the police who have yet accompphone Cumberland 318.
derman seems to think they are. As cion, as these are .the usual educa- ;se a_ luxury. Very few laboring men ment on South Third street, and quite from mulling. Mansfield- had Sansin
fished'
young
lumberreliable
and
thorough
a
that paper has not gained a single tional weapons needed by corpora- can afford lights at ten cents per man.
money and a Sioo watch on him
tions against the people's rights.) kilowatt, and all can have them at
been
has
it
since
His family
pronounced victory
on
when he disappeared.
evening
'last
left
couple
The
This is not only un-American, but OA cents per kilowatt, for it has
him, as
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something
the
in this city, we feel that
a direct insult to the coters of Pa- been proven they can be furnished at their northern bridal tour, from which fears
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business
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home
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at
to
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in
be
return
they
to
are
of municipal ownership
this pfice.
ducah.
the best.
In regard to their proposition to
Gentlemen, permit me to remind the that building.
gratulated over the opposition of the
Thursday Morning, May xj,•1906.
Courthouse.
at
Married
Paducah News-Democrat, one of the get a petition signed by tax-payers, you that you were not elected to dic•
Gambling Charged.
Mrs. Mary Hammonds of this city
allow me to say that every man in tate to the people what they want,
presiis
and John Turner, colwhich
Holland
of
City,
Bay
of
King,
Ed
stockholders
lift
chief
James
and
Mr.
NThenever a corporation officer,
Paducah who rents a house to live You were elected to serve the epople
of the New Richmond
employes
yeso'clock
ored,
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III., were married at
stock.holder or anyone else makes a dent of the Paducah Traction
in. buys groceries or clothing is a and give them what the majority
by Officer Cross
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court
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at
afternon
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Pa- tax-payer, and the burden of taxation ii ants, and the only way to find out
Robert
statement lhat The Regster is being pany and a stockholder in the
gambling.
go
of
couple
charge
the
on
The
Cave.
by Rev. W. E.
falls heavier on him than on the what they want is to refer to a vote
useci as a tool 'by anyone, he is a ducah Water company.
to take up their Diggs was included in the same warhonue
groom's
the
to
property owner or merchant; for he of the people. If you believe they residence.
rant. hut his not yet been caught.
liar, and knows he is lying when he
not
only pays the taxes and interest are not intelligent enough to look
Mechanic.
a
The charge was lodged by Fannie
From
Letter
The
Ten months ago the owners
says
after their own interests, the only
on
money
in
invested
the
house
he
colored, who lives on Monroe
Ruff,
a
Events.
is
Other
In this issue of The Register
of The Register contributed to a fund
she is
rents, but must also pay the mer- honorable thing for you to do is to
Tomorrow evening the Second near Second street. It seems
to procure municipal ownership sta- communication from "A Voter and chants' tax and buy their automo- resign. And if you persist in de- Baptist chrch ladies give an ice cream the sweetheart of one of the men and
priving the people of their constitu- social at Ninth and Ohio,
tistics, to be used in educating the Taxpayer" on the position taken by biles.
having a falling otit 'with him got
tional rights, they should rise en
question
the
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aldermen
Rest
the
Mr
assured,
the
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warrant, so the claim is ma
of
some
Wm.
Mr.
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and
Hedden
Nellie
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public on that question And while
resignation.
your
demand
and
masse
laboring
class
and
a
the
of
majority
on the subject, the editor of this pa- of submitting the pfoposition of
A VOTER AND TAXPAYER.
best, citizens are wide awake to their
to
ptant
light
and
water
a
for
bonds
per will take .advantage of the opportnnity to publicity thank the gen- the people, that hits the nail on the
Burning at the
stake is brutal, now serviog a life sentence in the
eral manager of one of the largest head. The writer of the communiheathenish, sickening, but most of us Eddyville penitentiary for murder,
corporations in the city, for the gift cation is a skilled mechanic at the
of the
would forget our gentleness, our'"T'd was convicted Friday
of a fatr.work just Pubtished on "Mu- Illinois Central shops, and clearly
i murder of 'Ben Shirley, a fellow-con'nicipal Ownership in Great Britian,r' shows that he is posted on the ques- civilization, and wonld require noth- !vice and given the death penalty.
ing to settle our stom-aas to view the The question of whether or not he
wlainh 'in our opinion, is published in tion under discussion.
roasting of such a fiend, who brained 'eau be tried without being pardoned
few
a
columns
these
in
stated
As
ownfthe interest df the corporations
raised,
days ago, the mechanics or working and then burned the old ministen ll for his first offense will be
ing public utilities in America.
he
think
who
those
there
are
and
PenWe propose to read the book be- people of this country, as a rule, are his wife and seven children near
doubt,
however.
one
is
This
cannot.
cause we do not object to reading the best posted men on public affairs, r.acola, Fla., Tuesday_
that he should have the belefit of.
both sides of any question. This is to be found.
Telegraphic reports from New
Many of them are close students Mexico. state that a certain railroad
a free and independent country and
No Whiskey in Prescrintions.
discusa
in
and
economy,
political
ever mink'has the right to speak of
The physicians of Lance-scr have
uses,gold ore for ballast. And some
truth, but not to ,lie.
sion or debate they deal with more folks say the railroads are losing decided not to write preset.' itions fo7
whisky in the future, the fell wave
facts than the man who money.
powerful
of reform having strucle t!.e capital
Congratulating City Ownership Ad. champions the cause of the corporaof Garrard with telling fore... and the
vocates.
tions. 'Corporations stand for a mo- 'The poor, persecuted Standard Oil
is on." The following card has
"lid
The advocates of municipal owner- nopoly of all benefits, 'while those on is forced to raise the price of gasoline been issued by the doctors: It has
ship are to be congratulated over the the other side stand for the people to raises funds to defend sundry suits been reported that the physicians of
opposition of the Paducah News- having a share of the benefits. The brought by heartl-ss and unfeeling Lancaster have solicited the taking
few people against this "good citizen."
net of whiskey license by the drugDemocrat. The chief owner of that conflict is corporate greea of the
gists.
We, the endersigotd, em
the
And
masses.
the
paper lives in Owensboro and the rot versus good to
pliatically deny that we have asked
country
this
in
thing
that ie now appearing in- the.editorial most amdzing
+ anyone to take out license, and fur.
columns of that paper are but a re- is the impudence of some men and
+ ther pledge ourselves to write no
OTHER COUNTRIES
whiskey prescriptions under any cirhash of what appeared in his Owens- nes% simpers, who attempt to make the
HEARD FROM.
cumstance, whatever. J. A. Amon,
boro paper -that bitterly fought that people believe that it is better for
M. Ti., W. Burgett, M. D., J. B. Kin
city inning bonds for a water works the people to pay a corporation 135
nard. M. D.. J.' S. Bosley. M. D.. J.
is
it
then
light
cents for an electric
*plant.
M. Acton, M. D.—Danvillc Advocate.
In spite of the malicious and con- for the city to furnish them to the
Charlie
of
lock
A genuine
temptible warfare waged by that pa- people at 25 cents and still have profit Dickens' hair sold for $.ao and every
of the time Mr. Rockefeller thinks of it he
Per. the citizens of Owensboro voted enough to pay all expenses
-ISM=
realizes that one way of adding to
the bonds, fought the case to the plant.
him
to
closed
forever
is
his
income
believe
not
does
Alderman Palmer
eupreme court of the United States
—Hopkinsville New Era.
Immediately a Date Will Be Deand that tribunal decided that Owens- in buying lights for tis mill .from a
reason that he
the
for
corporation
vote
cided Upon For the jr;int Conto
right
The ladies in Kansas cannot vote
boro not only had the
But las thou- for governor, so that Gov. Hoch will
it.
by
money
save
can
another
build
to
ference of Autho.:.lea.
the bowels but also
cannot af- never know whether he did right or
works company sands of people in this city
plant. -The water
Messenger ford to own a private plant they pro- not when he failed to get that kis..
Owensboro
and the
the
Chairman Earl Palm. a, of
join in and erect a plant —Philadelphia Press.
fought the city to the bitter end and pose to
sIdermanic light commie.e, will re same
the
get
thereby
$0.1111,
641111111111111611111■111111111111111111.
An artist says sthat .Mr. Roche- tent today from a sevt...; days abnow that city has laid -its own mains themselves and
by Alder- feller's ideas of art arc crude. Yet sence from the city, and
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or
benefit
pumped
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sumediately
and last Monday water
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owning his owsi plant.
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what machinery
would nut have the old*
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plant in proper condition so as to
taxpayers of Pa4nca:1 full length.—Washington Post.
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I
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If Speaker Cannon's prediction- meeting, the board of works talked
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
systems of minter works anti means the question with Ism and demonstrat e :bout the laggard adjournment of :over the matter and signified its
dead low rates for the constmers of to the ,pablic that wealth or social cingress is confirmed, out legialative readiness for the joint conference as
position is not esseetial to goodecom- statesmen are likely to undergo some soon as the light committee is ready
that city.
unpleasant teats of the qualities of to Meet them, as they are desirous
perpetuate
to
hard
mnii sound sense.
Wiriodscn fought
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Washington as a summer/ resort.— of effecting something definite along
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSLet the ,champiaws of the corpor: Hartford Times.
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"distinguisheor editor so mach better.
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Eritian is the if it would have the same' effect mm
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son's tirand new democracy has done year were £66,o08 43204; and of thetn.—New York Evening Mail.
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The Main Trouble,
publican. 'His great unpopularity is was turned over to the city hand
to come here and look over the oresrates."
Aid of
Lots of people have better stories ent plant in order to see what is
beat shown in Mai fact tlet he promthose we see in the papers of necessary to put it- in good condithan
ised Joe Biackbursi ItIcCraeken connThe douma has decided to dis- men who have become famous. Ti'.' tion
for the time being, and then
ty last year, and while Illackbrwn print with the 'czar's council.
An trouble with most people is that they notify the authorities to this effeet,
could have won in this county in a bier society has been endeavoring never get enough of a reontatym to so they can make purebasee accnr(1walk the Anti-Woodenti denmerats I' dispense with the czar for several cret them into
print.—Jacksonville lesty.
(Ill.) Commercial.
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"Blind Joe" Ill.
Judge Paynter received MeCraeken's
Who Won't Ask a Pardon. "Blind Joe" Mangers', the talent,'
Man
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General admission 25 cents; grand stand 35 cents; box /teats 6o cents;
'(Frankfort State Journal.)
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this county next year all it .has to do Dowie will not take the same route
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ie to get the News-Democrat to con• n#11 the other Elisha,
'will not insist on a pardon. He is malarial fever that is not very ser-' 3; 3°

A 'Criticism of the Aldermen
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THE DAY OF

OPPORTUNITY

Is just as important to prepare for as the "Rainy
Day." If you have the "Ready Money" you are
prepared for trouble or for a good business
chance. Start a savings account at this bank
and before you know it you will have the "Ready
Money." We pay 4 per cent. interest compounded twice a year.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

227 BROADWAY.
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LIGHT PLANT
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Green River Stone

--
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while
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
face the main county road,
Only yesterday I had an example worm this information out of us, but in and regulates pay, for one thing, in cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
Residence mos (.lay, tato Phone teep
other wing faces the road at the
accordance with its inexorable manthey
don't
succeed."
of this. The glorious spring weather
side. This will be the man build"It saves my time wonderfully- this dates. If the supply of that sort of
Lad brought thousands of people to
ing, which is to be two stories in.
having
a private call," said &lawyer. "I model is short the price runs high.
leighth built of brick and used by the Sunday market of the so-called really think this plan saved me from a I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
the poor farm keeper as residence. ",oldier's bazaar," where costers of nervous breakdown last year.
all nationalities have their stalls in
.dining hall and other quarters.
"My private secretary has charge of too many satisfactory individuals will—DENTIST—
the streets, and where every possible
ing to pose for whatever they can get
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
There will be tour smaller one article can be bought. I was amused the telephone supposed by the unini- to make such a condition, any other
tiated to be the only one by which I can
TEL. 736.
story brick buil(lings connected with at a little scene before me: A RusTrushart
be reached personally. Nine times out than most exceptional."
One
arcades.
by
buildefg
main
the
!Sian policeman, having bought for of ten the questions can be settled
with•-of these smaller structures is for his little boy a small wooden, very out referring
S. P. POOL.
to me. Occasionally, of BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
L. 0. STEPHENSON,
white female inmates, another for pr'snitive bicycle, the child tried to course, I have
to
speak
to
the
person
myNew Orleans Nan Veins@ Very Highly
white males. one for colored females, mount and ride. Around them stood self.
and one fin colored males. Them- several men, the Armen:an merchant
rim "Lucky" Horse
"But there was a time a few years ago
-connecting 'arcades will be enclosed and Georgian
Chestnut.
onlookers, when I could not dictate so much as a
Tartar
and
with brick tvalls, and having win- who each gave his advice
note
to
my
stenographer
without being
and help
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"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
dows, during the winter months the:
to the father and son, and took a interrupted half a dozen times. That ex- If I lost it I'd hunt for it
recreaIlk*
walkways
the
and
as
can be used
deep interest in the proceedings. asperating little ting-a-ling has been knights of King Arthur hunted the BOTH PHONES
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tion quarters by the inmates who Suddenly a shout and
NO. Ito
wild cries were the death knell to many a finely phrased Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
acon
open
the
•cannot get out in
heard and, without inquiring into the letter. As for important documents, hoodoo that hung about me for five
count of the elements.
when dictating anything that required
cause,
the crowd flew panic-stricken
serious thought I was obliged to have years. That, thing stays with me till
The porches of all the wards will
in all directions. No reason for Otte
an entirely separate room where I was I die."
lac enclosed and contain windows, so
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be
could
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Kansas City Star, about a little
uptown,
walk
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-,-;atients
Nerves on Edge.
"While, of course, I did not pretend buckeye incased in • small gold cage
ex
them, without
aiound
on
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Incidents like this show how high- to speak to every person who
posing themselves to the elements.
called for Herring, a New Orleans man
ly
strung
arc
the.
nerves
of
the
peome
on
the
telephone,
win
months
the
still
summer
I
was called
During the
"Up to September 7, 1900, 1 had
clnws on the porches and arcades can ple. Besides, rumors, the one wilder very often. It is very different now. been the victim of bad led, of one
than the other, are always in circula- Only•dozen or so persons know my pribe thrown open.
(tort and another," be said. "That day
The magistrates expect to spend tion. Another massacre is expected. vate call, and sometimes ray telephone I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
about aitetioo all told, by the time C;nly this morning I .was told that does not ring more than once or twice day. I recollect that the train was
a day.
they get the building completed and the authorisies had ordered the hosThe telephone is a mighty good serv- delayed half a dozen times before II
pitals
to
have
several
hundred
beds
condition.
class
first
yards put in
ant, but with one's name in the public reached the city, and I was turning
They get $9,000 for the old poor in readiness n view of a new mas- telephone
We got there at last and Piet as I
directory It soon becomes a
farm bitilding on West Tennessee sacre in pretparation by the authori- hard
was heaving my car I saw this buck
master."
street, which means that about $7,- ties, so as to have a pretext for the
eye lying on the opposite seat.
1
"Yes,
our
house
number
is private," pinked it up and put
000 in excess of this will have to be continuation of the state of siege. I said a woman who
It in my perket
has many social duI had intended gotng to the Black
expended. They are desirous of fix- found it difficult to believe what my nes, "and we guard it
as we do the fam- hotel that night. but
informant
told
after picking up
me
and went to sec ily jewels. Only our
ing things up in first class shape
own direct circle that buckeye I suddenly changed
'
,411••1_411_
my
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now so there will be no additional an old doctor, who sonfirmet it. say- of friends are able to reach us
by tel- mind. A good trinity guests at thf
expense in this regard for some years ing that anything might hapen at ephone.
INSURE WITH -any tinme.
to come.
"As some one said to me the other day, Black hotel perished Is the flood aim
night.
yhe
numerous search parties in the quite the height of modern intimacy is
The buildings will he built on the
"Later on at New Orleans I was omit
little knoll that rises on the land Street stop passers-by, carriages and reached in the interchange of private
fishing
in a catboat with three other L. L. BEBOUT
"thereby giving the structures the tram cars, threatening with their telephone numbers. And it is true.
highest elevation possible and also a bayonets anyone protesting or com"You would be surprised to know the men A squall struck us. The others,
who (mull swim, were drowned
By starting the plaining, especially if he happens to lengths some people would go to discovstood drainage.
swim a stroke but 1 bad my
cen't
work some time in June it is be- he a peasant orf worker. Especially er the number of a private wire. Why,
buckeye and I was waved After that
would
you
believe it, our stable Is often
lfeved the new farm will be ready brutal and rough are the Cossack
hail the thing fixed in this gold ewe.
for occupancy by the first of Sep- patrols. The Cossacks here are rich- called up, and whoever happens to an- And that's why I treasure it."
swer
is
asked
for
our
house number.
tember, at which time the inmates ly dressed, with silver belts and enOtacee 106 Broadwtrf
Phcmes:Offica 3115-11tesialence 1696
ei the old farm will be moved out graved, splendid daggers and swords, Yea, our telephone he now just what It
Europe's Jewelry Center.
originally
was
and
just
what
it
should
'to the new place together with sequestrated from the Georgian and
Pforzheim is a city of about 16,064
be—a convenience and not•niusance." population and is devoted almost erKeeper Robert Wilkins and his fam- Tartar population.
Cossacks have
elusively to the manufacture of jewelily
such a record of brutality written on
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
ry, there being about 500 factortea
The new beilding will have a their faces that anything may be exWhen a woman is married in this wiser* Jewelry is mode. It is the jewnapacity atifficient to properly care pected form them. No privilege of
country her maiden name is seldom elry center of Europe. The various
r at least fifty inmates
comfort- class, no correspondent's
is any mentioned. Many people to whom she manutecturers are very energetic and
card,
stbly, while in cage of emergency protection.
Remembering what I is very well known have never heard it.. are careful to study the wants of their
*bolo fifteen more can he taken in saw in Russia and
what I see here. In France, on the contrary, there are customers and endeavor to please them
charge, withnet undue crowding.
I ask myself how, under such con- constant reminders of the earlier dig- regarding designs, prices and terms of
ditions, popular and social life can nity. In Belgium marriage does not ex- sale. From present indications the
continue, how the people find the tinguish it for many married women shipment of jewelry to the Philippine-6
RACES THAT
energy to go on with the ordinary often combine the old name with the will amount to about $100,000 for the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden fiscal year. With the American manuLTVE IN PEACE business of daily life, and how it is name last,
thus giving it the greater facturer's advantage in distance and
possible that the people have not be•
distinction.
We can Illustrate this by machinery—as much of the Pforzheim
come hopelessly embittered. The
supposing the custom to prevail in this jewelry Ps made by
hand--it arroyos
enly
explanation I find is the, country. In that case
(Contin..ed From Page Two.)
Miss Brown when that we rhould capture more at the
thoroughly democratic basis of Rus- she married Mr.
Robinson would have trade of the islands.
sian life and in the underlying kind'
visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Robof Armenian church it is of no im- news and hoapitality of the southern- her
inson-Brown." This double barreled
Influence of Irving.
eortance; he is a "Kirto," a real tes, of which even foreigners
may arrangement does not give the Belgian
To Irving more than any other man
ttative of Tiflis. Often my eye was hare numerous example' if they wife • better
social status than the Is due the change that has taken place
attracted by the beautifully worked know- how to approach and under- English wife's, but it
is very soothing In London In recent years In the social
silver and even olden bel s •
WaltIon of actors—a c.Einge which bee
throe - men invest their gavmgc.-1-,Tr-it i.
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The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
ceniratles and for a whole week
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has become proverbial. Ind .appropri- nest went to London in Me tatre were
there is a feasting and merrymaking
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Carmack and Governorship.
FRU TO EVERYBODY. SEND 11,0R
enough, it shows itself prominent- no actors in society When I came back
end (lancing, at all of which he is an
LT.
Washington, D. C.. May 16.—Ten- ately
ly in their proverbe Many of these have in 1877 there were a good many of
expert.
•
!lessee democrats in Washington are
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WRITTEN
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Workshops are quite open at die discussing the name of Senator Car' already been translated into English, growing up a
owlety which was corn
front. The passerby iean see the meek in connection with the nomina- but here are a few more, from a collec- posed of successful artists, Ike new
ties by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
.workers at their trade such as silver tion for governor.
If there is a In Heidelberg, which may be welcbme: rich people, and the professional
anal gtmemithe, tailors, leather work- TIfattloCk tribt .4tita coevention
-1nd -It is better tot to be than not to be daaset, With a sprinkling of such of
er: and bakers In the popular res- a dark horse is to be named, it is anything."
"Repentance is the dawn the older society as had a fancy for
taurants Persian cooks. bgfore the r. generally expressed opinion here of virtue." "Even the
highest tower art and the theater. In that society
eye' of the public, give proofs of that Mr. Carmack should be nom; stands on the ground." "Man thinks
be the ac-tors had not only a good, but a
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilertheir
refined
Oriental
cuisine. mites' to oppose H. Clay Evans.
knows everything, but woman knows d Latin mashed place.
'Everywhere is life, interesting and
It is the impression here that Sen- better." "Even the mandarin of the
QUINT Sunday law,
even absorbing.
Camels, donkeys. :dor Carmack will not be inclinell to first class has poor relations." "The
In Spain drug stores are permitted
buffaloes and horses are slowlar try- accept the nomination and
of
carver
idols
never
worships
idols;
he
that he
ing to find a passage in the wind- certainly will not consent to be a knows too well what they are made of." to sell drugs all day en Sunday, but
deal la perfumery on that day is Office Phone 36o.
ing street of the Oriental part.
candidate for the place. This belief "A day of grief is longer than a year of to
Residence Phone 726
unlawful. Candy ceenot lawfuny be
joy." And so on.—T.P.'s Weekly.
This shouting and excitable crowd does not stop the talk, however.
Retom
the
in
o'clock
sold
11
than
later
is very friendly. The wares are pnblican leaders are so confident
in
noon unless no clerk* or assistants are.
He Rowed, She Steered.
cheap. The wine especially that of their predictions of victory
in TenThe boat drifted on the clear lake. employed. Proprietors may keep °pea
Rakhitia, is famous. in a popular nessee this. fall that the democratic
The man and the meld were sliest and all day If they do the work themselves
'restaurant a good dinner, wine in-; party feels the party should
do every- a little sad "Dear," be said,-will yea
clnded. may be hid for 6 pence. thing possible to prevent a
Ramie Then and Now.
split such Scat with me always—down the stream
ut the_people are poor and have to as might come about if the state con- of life?"
Times have not changed mneU in a
work a-4y hard fox trheirilaily breattO ventions gets' into se deadlock
"The same -s now?" she whispered. century. In 1801 it was said CAA! Al.
leevertheitoe they are generous an:I,
"The same as now." said be.
sunder I. rode in a procession through
always find a few hopecka for a
The shipyards of Nagasaki. Japan, "1 will, gladly!" cried the young girl. the 'treats of St. Petersburg preemie-)
Re, you see, was rowing, doing all lay Use alumina of 'his earandfather, Office Phone, 484-A
'blind Oriental singer. for a Tartar employ yooty workmen all the year
the hard work She bad the helm. She followed bp those of hls, futile* GM
iitoiytellec or for a Russian beggar. round.
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GETTING BACK TO NATURE• THE COLORS OF SYRIA•

AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.

E. H. PUP N EAR
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Attorney

French Peasant Who Had His Own 1Karevlous Warmth and Depth Mark Beasts Ridden by Their Owners
York Doctor Taught Him the
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
Idea of France's Principal
the Landscapes of That
Rooms 5 and- 6 Register Building,
the Rule.
Trick and He Was an Apt
Danger.
Country.
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You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where toget the: BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nuti12c.
Both Telephon,es 2-54.
Foot of

R. W. WALKER,& CO.,.

Stre t.

Kentucky Coal Co.
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